
Grade 4 
Bridge to Success

Lesson 9
Sharing in the classroom 2





Please correct the 
sentence:

he are good at read, but i is good at 
write 

He is good at reading, but he isn’t  good 
at writing. 



WARM-UP: What is a…?

NOUN

A person, 
place, thing 

or idea

VERBADJECTIVE

Describes a 
person, place 

or thing

Describes an 
action



sad coloured pencils

owl cut out

bear

V
O
C
A
B
U
L
A
R
Y

happy

Classify the nouns,  adjectives & verbs

tidy up

duck
kangaroo



Before reading discuss part 1

Who are 
the 

characters?

What is the 
setting? What did 

the animals 
do?



Learner’s book p.16Sunday  -20– sept -2020

1. He doesn’t have the tools to do his work .

2. Because his friends lend him everything he needs .

adj



During 
reading/
listening

think about:

How does Duck 
feel in the 

beginning of 
the play? 

Why?

Does Duck feel
different at 

the end? Why? 

Learner’s book p.16Sunday  -20– sept -2020



She is good at making sandwiches.

They are good at solving problems.

I am good at playing football.

You are good at playing basketball.

He is good at writing.

solve



Let's think and 
make sentences..

Good at + verb + 
ing



Bat Bear kangaroo

owl duck



Tidy up Colored 
pencilsCut out



Values:  Look at the classroom sharing 
rules.  Which two do you think are 
most important? Why? 

Tools 



Match the rules to the picture 

Learner’s book p.17

b or c
b or c

e

a

d



Activity book p. 15

I didn’t know you were sad. I
want to share my things with you in the  
classroom and work as a team.
I want to help you and say ‘please’ and 
‘thank you’.
Your friend,
Bat  

Hint:
Use the words in 
the instructions 
to help write 
your sentences.

Monday – 21st –Sept -2020



Think about the classroom rules above and ones that we have in our 
classroom.

Activity book p. 15
and create a 
poster


